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Technical Notes and Support 
If you lose connectivity during the session, click your join link to re-
access the webinar. 
If you experience technical difficulties,
send a note using the chat box
in your bottom menu bar,
and we’ll assist you from there. 
Enjoy the session! 



     

      
  

        
 

       
 

Disclaimer 
This webinar series is supported by GS-00F-
0012S/75FCMC22F0101 awarded by the Centers 
for Medicare & Medicaid Services. The opinions, 
findings, conclusions, and recommendations 
expressed in this webinar are those of the 
presenters and do not necessarily represent the 
official position or policies of the Department of 
Health and Human Services or the Centers for 
Medicare & Medicaid Services. 
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What We’ll Talk About Today 

• Role of navigation services in helping 
American Indian Elders manage their health 

• Types of support Elders can expect to find in 
tribal senior centers and their communities 

• Navigation as a culturally congruent 
approach for assisting American Indian 
Elders who are seeking health care 



  
 

Overview of the Seasons of Care Study 
“Improving Native American Elders’ Access to and Use 
of Health Care and Health Insurance” 



      

                     

                                                   

    

     

    

Our Research Partners 

• Seasons of Care Community Action Board and Elder consultants 

• Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation – Southwest Center 

• New Mexico Indian Council on Aging Health Committee 

• University of New Mexico 

• University of California, San Diego 

• Western Sky Community Care 



  

   
    

   

     
  

     

    
 

Key Research Questions 

• What are American Indian Elders’ 
experiences with health care? 

• What are their experiences with insurance? 

• How do health professionals and tribal 
leaders understand factors affecting 
insurance and health care for Elders? 

• How do national and state policies impact 
care for Elders? 



 

    
      

    

  

Research Settings 

• Study presented to 20 tribal communities 
• Eight agreed to take part 
• Some relied largely on Indian Health Service (IHS) 
•Others exerted control of health care 

• Non-reservation urban communities 



 

     

   

 

Study Methods 

• Elders, tribal leaders, and health professionals 

• Quantitative (numbers) + Qualitative (words/stories) 
• Surveys 
• Semi-structured interviews 
•Concept mapping 

• Development of navigation guide 

• Community Action Board + Elder consultants 



                                      Perspectives from Elders 
and Health Professionals 



  

   
  

    
  

We Asked … 

What makes it easy or 
hard for American Indian 
Elders to get good health 
care and health 
insurance? 



  

   

 

    
           

           
          

           
           

       

Challenges for Elders 

• Not knowing where to find reliable information 

• Inconsistent information from places and providers 

• Need for support that is local and available 
• “They’ve had to come upon this knowledge [about health care and 

insurance] through experience, so we’re trying to change that culture and 
supplement it with somebody who can help …. They have not had 
somebody help them at no cost, somebody who can get them support 
services that they didn’t know existed …. I don’t like to feel helpless, and I 
don’t like others to feel that they’re helpless.” (Outreach worker) 



  

     
    

 

   
         

 
      

Challenges for Elders 

• Uncertainty about what health care services and 
medications are available or covered by insurance 

• Unease communicating with providers and insurers 

• Concern about burdening families 
• “How comfortable are [Elders] in talking to other people about their 

health issues? A lot of them will just say, ‘No, I’m okay, I’m alright,’ or they 
don’t want to be a burden to their families, so they won’t say exactly what 
has been ailing them for a while.” (66-year-old woman) 



  

 

    
           

       
 

Challenges for Elders 

• Fear of unexpected medical bills 

• Not knowing how to advocate for themselves 
• “A lot of times when my client has an appointment, and 

they’re not confident to tell them [health care providers] 
what’s going on with them, I ask the client, ‘If you don’t 
mind, can I go with you so I can explain to the doctor 
what you’re saying?’” (Community health worker) 



     

   
  

 

  

   

 

 

  

People Available to Assist Elders 

• Multiple roles for supporting Elders 
• Public health nurses 

• Social workers 

• Community-based professionals 

•Community health workers 

•Tribal community health representatives 

•Patient navigators 

•Outreach workers 

• Benefits coordinators 



     

    

 

 

Types of Assistance Provided to Elders 

• Formal tasks based on level training and certification 
• Monitoring blood sugar 

• Nutrition guidance 

• Patient education 

• Diabetes education 

• Health promotion 

• Transportation 

• Help with paperwork 



     

   

    

   

 

       

         

Types of Assistance Provided to Elders 

• Informal tasks are wide-ranging 

• Responding to Elders’ needs and questions 

• Paying for health care 

• Scheduling appointments 

• Obtaining essentials for daily living (e.g., firewood, cell phone service) 

• Providing support to care for grandchildren or other family members 



 
 

 

     
     
        

    
 

    

De Facto Go-To 
Supports 
• Will often go the extra mile 

• “If I can’t provide the answer, I find 
the resource that they can approach 
and then I always give the option, ‘If 
these resources don’t work, come 
back to me or contact me …. Then I’ll 
help you some more.’” (Community 
health worker) 



      

      
     

 
              

         
   

De Facto Go-To Supports Are … 

• Motivated by value of respect for Elders 
• “I have a certain responsibility to uphold our senior 

population. They are our key component to who we are. They 
are the ones who taught us the old ways …. To be able to take 
care of them and prolong their life, that’s a great responsibility 
for anybody. (Community health worker) 



   

   
         

           
            

          
 

   Navigators & Agency Inner ContextOn-the-Ground Realities 

• Reliance on relationships and staff knowledge 
• “I always tell them [Elders], ‘If you ever need anything or if 

you ever want to find out more about your health issue, I’m 
here to help you.’ If I can’t, if I don’t know the answer, I tell 
them, ‘I will find out, or I'll bring somebody that knows.’” 
(Outreach worker) 



   

   
            

 
           

          
            

 
     

 

   Navigators & Agency Inner ContextOn-the-Ground Realities 

• Knowledge often comes from personal experience 
• “In any Native culture you respect your Elders, and you do anything 

you can to help them so … because I took care of my grandma for so 
long, dealing with the health care system, whether setting up her 
appointments, picking up her medications to actually going to her 
appointments. That was kind of my thing …. But then again like that 
girl with the Social Security, she brought up fraud and I felt 
uncomfortable because I haven’t experienced that personally.” (Health 
insurance tribal liaison) 



  
 

  
 

  Trust and Communication 

• Communicating with health care providers can be 
challenging for Elders 
• Language barrier 
•Medical terminology and jargon 

• Community-based professionals fulfill interpretation 
and translation needs 



   
           

      
            

        
      

           
       

    

  Trust and Communication 

• Filling in details about Elders’ health circumstances 
• “Sometimes they’ll ask us [their questions], like if the patient wants 

to say something but not [have] the doctor in the room. And they’re 
scared to ask [the doctor]. Then they’ll ask [us] in our language, and 
then we’ll go ahead and ask the doctor for what they’re asking …. In 
English, they won’t know how to put the words into what they want 
to say. That’s how I translate for them. They’ll talk to me, and then 
they won’t feel uncomfortable, and then I’ll explain that to them 
[the doctor].” (Tribal community health representative) 



   

      
         

        
       

 

  Trust and Communication 

• Importance of communicating cultural knowledge 

• “I could speak for our community like, ‘You know what, 
this might not be a really good thing because in our 
culture or whatever,’ or ‘You might want to be sensitive to 
this part,’ or just knowing our cultural background is what 
makes it a little bit easier.” (Tribal community health 
representative) 



       

     
   

  Trust and Communication 

• Assist in bridging gaps between an Elder and their 
family 
• Share health information with family, particularly for 

Elders who live alone 

•Help convey the scope of an Elder’s health condition 



  

 

  
   

      

Developing Trust 

• Proficiency in Native language 

• Having cultural knowledge 
• Knowledge about cultural taboos, traditional healing activities, and 

body language cues 

• Dedicating time to know the Elders 
• Listen to stories 
• Spend time in community 

• Relying on Elders to make their own decisions 



    

         

   

   

  Complexities of Supporting Elders 

• Understanding payment for health care services 

• Isolation 

• Elders who refuse or hesitate to use health care services 

• Interpreting complex health care terminology 

• Elders’ discomfort with technology 



   

   

 

 

         
       

    

Tribal Senior Centers 

• Serve as a key hub for resources in many tribal communities 

• Nutrition services 

• Social programming and support 

• Transportation 

• Offices for: 

•Tribal resources for Elders (e.g., housing support, legal assistance, 
home care and personal care support, other caregiving programs) 

•Community health workers and community health representatives 

•Caseworkers 



    

     

  

Need for Information and Tools 

• To help Elders and their families: 
• Learn about health care and insurance options 
•Overcome barriers 
•Manage decisions 



     
What is Navigation? 
And how can it help Elders? 



 

      

    

     

     

   

Navigation … 

• Community-based and patient-centered 

• Involves people and resources that Elders trust 

• Honors Elders’ values and desires 

• Stops development of serious health conditions 

• Enables timely diagnosis and treatment 

• Increases individual, family, and community knowledge 

• Eliminates barriers to care 



     

 

 

 

Navigation Can Include Help with … 

• Scheduling 

• Transporting 

• Doing paperwork 

• Informing decisions 

• Communicating 



 
 

The Seasons of Care 
Native Elder Health Guide 
www.NativeElderHealthGuide.com 

http://www.NativeElderHealthGuide.com


Seasons of Care Native Elder Health Guide 











 

Why a Website? 

• Accessible 
• Private 
• Up-to-date 
• Shareable 



  
 

 

 
 

 
    

 
 

For More Information 
Emily Haozous 
ehaozous@pire.org or (505) 765–2336 

Elise Trott Jaramillo 
etrott@pire.org or (505) 765–2327 

Erik Lujan 
Western Sky Community Health 
erik.j.lujan@westernskycommunitycare.com 

Cathleen Willging 
cwillging@pire.org or (505) 765–2328 

mailto:ehaozous@pire.org
mailto:etrott@pire.org
mailto:erik.j.lujan@westernskycommunitycare.com
mailto:cwillging@pire.org


Questions? 
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